
JFK assassination records appeals Herold Weisberg 10/21/79 
ota 7 Wtialsing the public demain « whet the PEI itself disclosed and what is 

Lie? disclosed in Warren Comuission files 
~~ he Deleach operation ~ files not searched (94) 

Unjustified referrals 
Gerald Ford es FEI informant inside Comission 

Et is apparent that the Warren Comission rather than the assassination of the 

President was the prime FEL intelligence target. One of its instrumentalities was 

Member Ford, who was made his informant by Deleach.?he FSI thus had aecess to at 

least Ford's versions of what the Commission wanted te be secret. In return what 

Ford received renged from petty graft (an agent's locking brief case) to support in 

his own political objectives within the Cometasion. 

When I saw the attached NR from 105+62555, Section 38, it locked familiar, 

save for the referral slip that replaces the first page. Search discloses that it is 

identical with 62-109090+36, which is one of a seriak of vecords relating to the 

  

FEL's spying on the Comuission. Only in the 62«109090 file the first page is not 

withheld. * 

There is no justification for the referral of the first. page to the GIA « 

which in mere then tro years adhers to ite reciprocal, non-compliance deal with the 

¥uI and has not acted on this. Phere Likewise is no justification relating te the 

What is withheld is that Ferd in his role as steolepldgenn askmibciurxSsbrickest 

  

told Deleach what the Commissioners 44d not share with their staff and that Yaloach, 

the cheif leaker, agsured Ford that the FBI had done no lesking. 

Also withheld is the miblic demain story ef the fabrication that Csvald hed 

been givun $6,500 to kill JIK when he visited the Cuban consulate in Mexico City « 

at a time, in this fabrication, vhen Ogwald was welleimown to have been in New Orleans. 

Despite your contrary assurances this is all available in the Comissionts records 

at the dvchives.



(in the 62+109090 copy the FRI withheld the name of this fabricator who hoped to 

cause an invasion of Cuba and World War IZI although earlier it ha 4 diselosed his 

name in the records it released at the Archives, as my prior appeals show.) 

Also withheld by the withholding of the first page in the phoney CLA seteerts 

ia the identification of at least five different 94 files that have not been searbhed. 

4t least one of these should relate to the “eleach hooking of Ford as his 

informant and obviously is important and relevant. 

All that relate to the FiI's policial operatiéms and maneuvering, particularly 

because this was so horrendous a crime, likewise are of considerable importance 

and relevance. 

Two other files are/indicated but are not legible. All should be searched. 

(One may be the “Oswald” HQ file.) | 

It is apparent that the referral is a fraudulent claim in a futile effort to 

withhold «hat could be embarrassing to the FUE and that all involved dutifully 

rabber~stamped this impreper withholding te protect an imporoper political 

eel, axbeidiing VAs te wim the weindhesin. How seve ttn tuo yout She Sls 

has played the FPEI*s game in this. There is nothing in the record that reqaired 

referral or caused any problem leeding to any delay in the CIA's afeting on the 

“yeferral." Yet it has not acted.


